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Counsel’s Preparation For A Mediation: Creating The Basis For Resolution
By David M. Brodsky

A

mediation is not a trial. Therefore, neither you nor your client should prepare for it as if
it were. First, agreeing to a mediation means agreeing to discuss the
case’s strengths and weaknesses, so
your client must be prepared to be
present for the entirety of the mediation, and to be asked questions
by the mediator regarding such
strengths and weaknesses. Before
a mediation begins, it is important
to prepare – or remind – your client about the contingencies and costs
of litigation. If a
suit has not yet been
filed or progressed
too deeply, the client should consider
the potential future
costs of electronic discovery and
of experts, as well as the need to
spend significant amounts of time
away from conducting a business to
get ready for depositions, both the
preparing for and the taking.
When the case is deeper into trial
preparation, the client should focus
on the good and bad documents
that have been unearthed, the
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stronger or weaker witnesses who
have been deposed, and the likely
twists and turns before a trial verdict and/or appellate decision.
Second, discuss with your client realistic expectations of a mediated
result. Have a frank conversation as
to the desired outcomes. Emphasise to the client that a mediation
is a fluid process and unexpected
revelations or concessions – on
both sides – will occasionally occur. Explain to your
client that the key
ingredients of a successful mediation
are patience, flexibility, and creativity. Game-play the
mediation with the
client, so the client understands the
dynamic. In particular, as noted
mediator, Bill Eddy, Esq., has written, “A big focus of mediation and
other settlement methods is making proposals. It helps to prepare
proposals for each issue you are
trying to resolve or plan to raise in
the mediation. That way you don’t
get stuck in ‘all-or-nothing thinking’ and can avoid just getting upset

when your first proposal isn’t im- other special factors.
mediately accepted. Any concern
about the past can be turned into a Counsel should anticipate that the
proposal about the future.”1.
mediator will be asking about these
and similar issues, and should disThird, in complex commercial me- cuss these topics with the client, esdiations, most mediators set up a pecially the potential for leveraging
joint call with counsel immediate- existing business relationships with
ly after being retained to schedule the other side, however minimal or
the mediation date and the filing of tangential they may appear at the
mediation briefs, but also to learn outset to be. Before the first call,
enough about the dispute to be able counsel should also take the time
to recommend how to structure the to select a small group of key documediation to maximise the likeli- ments – contracts, pleadings, corhood of a resolution.
respondence, emails – that will give
the mediator insight into these and
The mediator will be interested in related issues, and to discuss what
such issues as the history of the could jointly be submitted with adlitigation, prior settlement efforts, versary counsel.
court rulings, and the existence of
other business relationships, if any, By engaging in these steps, in the
between the parties or affiliates. first call, counsel will be prepared
Each of these issues will affect the to discuss with the mediator in
mediator’s own preparation, the joint or ex parte session any unique
timing of the mediation, and the history in the parties’ relations,
nature of consensual ex parte dis- tailored discovery needed to help
cussions the mediator may hold resolve an issue in the underlying
with the parties. The smart and case, or other special factors – on
experienced mediator will be alert both sides – that need to be evaluto the possibility of tailoring a res- ated.
olution in unique ways because of
present and future relationships or In the first call, mediators will alAugust 2014 41
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most always ask for mediation
briefs, either wholly or partially for
the eyes of the mediator only. The
purpose of such briefs is not to relitigate prior motions; nor are they
drafts of trial memoranda. Their
purpose is to orient the mediator to
the key issues, strengths and weaknesses, and possible outcomes of
the mediation. Therefore, especially the portions meant only for the
mediator should be written from the
point of view of the result desired:
a mediated outcome, not a victory
at trial. Refrain from name-calling,
castigation of the other side’s pretrial tactics, or other ad hominem
writings. Include proposed monetary terms, if possible, and, where
appropriate, introduce elements
of out-of-the- box thinking about
settlement ideas, such as enhanced
business prospects in other areas.

ties about their preference for opening statements at the mediation.
Where there is not sufficient time
or opportunity before the mediation for ex parte discussions with
the mediator, opening statements
are helpful to give the mediator the
sense of what issues are foremost in
the respective clients’ minds. Too
often, however, they are an opportunity for one or both counsel to attempt to intimidate the other side
or to inflame the relations between
or among the parties, and are unhelpful, and many times, destructive of the mood the mediator may
have striven to create. Many mediators dispense with opening statements if they have been able to have
pre-mediation individual sessions
with the parties. Let the mediator know, especially in the case of a
particularly contentious dispute, of
the desirability of an opening stateThe mediator may also ask the par- ment designed to lower, not raise,
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the temperatures around the table.

mediation excels in addressing substance and relationship. Mediation
If opening statements are to be flexibility increases opportunity for
made, do not succumb to the reconciliation.” 2.
temptation of using your draft trial
opening statement as a substitute. Use the preparation for mediation,
Educate your client in advance that and the actual mediation, as an opthe purpose of a mediation open- portunity to look forward toward
ing statement is to reflect on the na- resolution, not backward at recrimture of the dispute, the likely costs ination and blame. If the mediaand risks ahead for both sides, and tion does not result in a resolution,
the possible avenues, creative and despite the preparations taken to
otherwise, to resolution of the dis- reach that goal, all is not lost. Many
pute. Opening doors and dialogue times, it takes more than one faceshould be the goal of an effective to-face mediation effort to reach an
accommodation both sides can live
mediation opening statement.
with; the preparation and the meAs another well-known mediator, diation may have opened up your
Greg Stone, recently wrote, “Media- client – or the other side – to seeing
tion seeks to handle the underlying possibilities that weren’t visible durcauses of conflict...[and] addresses ing the preparation for the initial
psychological and emotional as- session. Preparation and patience
pects of relationship – as well as will often lead to resolution of even
contracts, rights, liability and dam- the most intractable dispute.
ages, and other legal concerns. A ...
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David M. Brodsky specialises in
complex commercial mediations
and arbitrations. He is a member
of the National Academy of Distinguished Neutrals and a member of
the Mediation Advisory Panel of the
District Court for the Southern District of New York.
A Fellow of the American College of
Trial Lawyers, David was, for many
years, a highly regarded trial lawyer
of complex securities, commercial,
and criminal trials, as well as a federal prosecutor and general counsel
for an investment bank.
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His mediations or arbitrations include class and derivative actions,
licensing disputes, employment and
compensation matters, mortgagebacked securities claims, D&O coverage and liability issues, and many
others.
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